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ABSTRACT

One sourceof uncertaintyin calculatingradionuclidereleasesfrom a potentialradioactive-waste

repositoryatYucca Mountain,Nevada,isuncertaintyintheunsaturated-zonestratigraphy.Uncertainty

instratigraphyresultsfrom sparsedrillholedata;possiblevariationsinstratigraphyaremodeledusing

thege..ostatisticalmethodof indicatorsimulation.One-dimensionalstratigraphiccolumnsarcgenerated

and use.dforcalculationsof groundwaterflowand radionuelidetransport.Them areindicationsof a

dependenceofreleaseon hydrogcologic-unitthicknesses,buttheresultingvariationinreleaseissmaller

thanvariationsproducedby othersourcesofuncertainty.

I.INTRODUCTION

As partof theongoingefforttoassessthesuitabilityof Yucca Mountain,Nevada,as a sitefora

radioactive-wasterepository,SandiaNationalLaboratoriesrecentlycompleteda preliminarytotal-system

performanceassessmentofthepotentialrepositorysystem,referredtoas TSPA-1993.l As partof that

assessment,uncertaintiesinunsaturated-zonehydrogeologicstratigraphydue tolimitedsiteinformation

wereexaminedusinggcostatisticalmethods.t'2Ten three-dimensionalrepresentationsofthestratigraphy

weregenerated,eachofwhichisconsistentwithavailablesiteinformationandeachofwhichis,therefore,

consideredequallylikely.Becauseoftimelimitations,thewater-flowand radionuclide-transportsimula-

tionsthatestimatereleasestotheaccessibleenvironmentwereperformedforonlyone ofthestratigraphic

representationsinTSPA-1993.Inthispaper,wc reportresultsofflowand transportsimulationsforthe

otherninestratigraphicrepresentations,providinga firstlookatthesensitivityof releaseestimatesto

stratigraphicuncertainty.

If.GEOSTATISTICAL SIMULATION

Dataareavailablefor23 deepdrillholcsinthevicinityoftheYucca Mountainsite.The drillholes

andthemodeldomainforthegeostatisticalsimulationsareshown inFigureI.Itcan beseenthatthedata

locationsam clustered,and thattherearefew drillholesinthewesternpartof thedomain. Vertically,-

"ThisworkwasperformedundertheauspicesoftheU.S.DepartmentofEnergy,OfficeofCivilianRadioactive
WasteManagement,YuccaMountainSiteCharacterizationOffice,underContractDE-AC04-94AL85000.
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Figure 1. Map showing locations of drillholes used in developing the geostatistical simulations and of

columns used for flow and transport modeling (axis coordinates given in Nevada State Plane Coordinates).

The large rectangle shows the model domain for the simulations.

the model domain extends from the ground surface to below the water table. Not all drillholes extend to

the water table, so data are sparser at deeper levels.

The geostatistical method of indicator simulation 3 was used to model the lithology of the domain,

using degree of welding as the indicator. For each drillhole, lithologic logs, geophysical logs, core

photographs, and porosity and permeability measurements were used to categorize each interval as either

"welded" or "nonwelded." For purposes of this categorization, any description of the rock as "moderately"

or "densely" welded was classified as welded, and a description of the rock as "nonwelded" or "partially
welded" was classified as nonwelded. The intervals of bedded tuffs were also classified as nonwelded.

Intezmediate descriptions such as "partially to moderately welded" were most often classified as welded,

but could be classified as nonwelded, depending on other information available.

There was insufficient information from the drillholes to develop a model of spatial continuity

(i.e., a variogram model), so published geologic cross sections 4 were digitized and converted to the

welded/nonwelded indicator categories for purposes of calculating the variogram. The computed hori-

zontal length scales range from 900 m to 15,000 m in different directions, i'2

For the indicator simulation, the model domain was discretized into blocks of 50 ft x 100 ft x 10 ft, for

a total of six million blocks. Each stratigraphic representation is the result of a separate simulation, with a

different seed for the random-number generator, and each representation "respects" the input data, in that

the indicator values at drillhole locations match the observed values and the spatial continuity is consistent

with the variogram calculated from the geologic cross sections. Between drillholes, however, there is
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uncertainty about the lithology, and for points far from the driliholes there is considerable uncertainty.

The following hydrogeologic units are defined between the potential repository and the water table:

1. Topopah Spring welded unit, abbreviated TSw.

2. Topopah Spring basal vitrophyre, referred to here simply as the vitrophyre.

3. Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded vitric unit, abbreviated CHnv.

4. Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded zeolitic unit, abbreviated CHnz.

5. Prow Pass welded unit, abbreviated PPw.

6. Bullfrog welded unit, abbreviated BFw.

7. Bullfrog nonwelded unit, abbreviated BFn.

Figure 2 shows the ten computed stratigraphie representations for a one-dimensional column located

at the point marked #I in Figure 1. Because that point is far from all the data points, there is much

variation in some of the unit-interface elevations, _peeially the lower ones. Note that the location of the

zeolitization interface and the thickness of the vitrophyre were put in deterministieally,which is why they

are the same in all ten representations. (The elevation of the CHnz/CHnv interface and the vitrophyre

thickness were taken from the thermal/mechanical stratigraphie model of Ortiz et aL s) Note also that

some units appear in some of the representations but not in others.
I
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Figure 2. Ten representations of the stratigraphy for Column 1, taken from the geostatistical simula-

tions. Only the portion of the column from the potential repository down to the water table [s shown.

Representation number 1 is the TSPA-1993 base case.
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11I.RADIONUCLIDE-RELEASE CALCULATIONS

Simulations of unsaturated-zone flow and transport were performed using eight one-dimensional

columns. The locations of the eight columns are indicated by numbered stars in Figure 1. Clearly, two-

or three-dimensional calculations of flow and transport would be preferable, but time and computer-power

limitations force us to use one spatial dimension to be able to examine a large number of realizations.

A number of processes were accounted for, to varying degrees of detail, in the TSPA-1993 calcu-

lations. 1'6 Processes incorporated include groundwater flow and aqueous radionuclide transport in both

unsaturated and saturated zones, changes in climate, transport of heat by conduction, "protection" of

waste containers by thermal dryout, "shedding" of water driven away by repository-generated heat, water

contact on waste containers, container corrosion and failure, and waste-form alteration and dissolution.

(Gaseous flow and transport, human intrusion, and basaltic igneous intrusion were also modeled for

TSPA-1993, but are not included in the present discussion.) Uncertainty and spatial variation of many

input parameters were included in TSPA-1993, but stratigraphic uncertainty was not included; only one

representation of the unsaturated-zone stratigraphy was used.

The performance measure specified by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 40

CFR 191.13 is cumulative radioactivity reaching the "accessible environment" (5 km downstream from

the potential repository) in 10,000 years, normalized in a particular way. The Energy Policy Act of

1992 specified that the EPA standard in 40 CFR Part 191 no longer applies to Yucca Mountain, so the

regulations that will govern a potential repository at Yucca Mountain are unknown at present. For this

reason, individual doses due to drinking contaminated water from the saturated zone were also examined,

and time periods of 100,000 and 1,000,000 years were simulated in addition to the 10,000-yr period

specified in 40 CFR Part 191. Discussion in this paper will be restricted to the 10,000-yr normalized

cumulative release to the accessible environment, as defined in 40 CFR 191.13, but the conclusions are

essentially the same for individual doses and for the longer time periods.

Two types of release results will be presented in this paper: probabilistic results, in which the Monte

Carlo method is used to convert distributions of model input parameters into distributions of repository

performance measures, and deterministic results, in which values of all model input parameters are held

fixed at their mean values (except, of course, for the parameters that define the stratigraphy). All results

in this paper assume a thermal load of 57 kW/acre and in-drift emplacement of multipurpose canisters.

See the TSPA-1993 report I for details of the repository layout, container properties, and hydrogeologic

input parameters.

A. Deterministic Results

The ten generated geostatistical stratigraphic representations coupled with the eight column locations

for the one-dimensional flow and transport modeling lead to a total of 80 stratigraphic columns to

be simulated. As a first step, we examine the release results for the 80 calculations in which mean

values are used for all input parameters, including hydrogeologic properties, transport properties, and

engineered-barrier-system properties. The 80 values of normalized cumulative release are compared to

the hydrogeologic-unit thicknesses associated with each one to determine how much correlation there

is between release and unit thickness. These results can be presented graphically in the form of scatter

plots. Correlation is observed between release and thickness of the CHnz and vitrophyre units, but the



strongest correlation is between release and the total distance from the repository to the water table; see

Figures 3 through 5. Little or no correlation is observed between release and thickness of the TSw and

CHnv units; see Figures 6 and 7. The scatter in the calculated releases results from variations in the

stratigraphy from column to column and from representation to representation, and from variations in the
radionuclide source term and thermal characteristics from column to column.

Correlation of release with thickness of units PPw, BFw, and BFn is difficult to evaluate because

those thicknesses are zero for most of the columns and so there are few nontrivial data points. Note,

however, that because of the fixed locations being assumed for the CHnz/CHnv interface and the water

table for each column (see Figure 2), the sum of the CHnz, PPw, BFw, and BFn thicknesses is fixed for

a given column. The lower releases for thicker CHnz shown in Figure 3 can be shown to hold as well

for individual columns that have variable CHnz thickness. This relationship then implies higher releases

when the combination of PPw, BFw, and BFn is thicker. The correlation of higher releases with smaller

CHnz" thicknesses (and with the presence of the lower units above the water table) results from the higher

porosity (and therefore lower transport velocity, with the assumptions being made for this study) of the

CHnz unit as compared to PPw, BFw, and BFn.

The discreteness evident in the vitrophyre thickness (Figure 4) and the total thickness (Figure 5) arises

because each column has a particular value of those quantities, which is the same for all ten geostatistical

representations. It can be seen that the spread in release values is much greater for Columns 1, 2, and

6 than for the other columns. Those columns have more variability in calculated release because of the

greater stratigraphic uncertainty in the western and southern parts of the model domain. 2 At least part
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of 10,000-yr normalized cumulative aqueous release vs. thickness of the CHnz

hydrogeologic unit. Number plotted indicates column.
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Figure 6. Scatter plot of 10,000-yr normalized cumulative aqueous release vs. thickness of the TSw

hydrogeologie unit (only the part of TSw below the potential repository). Number plotted indicates
column.

of the (anti)correlation of release with vitrophyre thickness may be attributed to the (anti)con'elation of

vitrophyre thickness with total distance from repository to water table (the vitrophyre tends to be thickest

in the northern part of the potential repository area, where the distance to the water table is smallest).

To summarize, the results shown in Figures 3 through 7 indicate that stratigraphic variation does

affect release results. The effect could be greater than shown here because the vitrophyre thickness

and the elevation of the top of CHnz were put in deterministically, thus underestimating the variability

in those units. The strongest dependence found is on distance from the repository to the water table,

which is not really a variable but a result of the repository design• The main reason for this study of

the variation of release with stratigraphy is to try to determine how important it is to obtain additional

conditioning information (i.e., additional drillholes); the uncertainty in the hydrologic-unit thicknesses

would be decreased by additional information, but the variability of the distance to the water table would
not.

B. Probabilistie Results

Results of three full Monte Carlo simulations of aqueous release are shown in Figure 8. There is

a distribution of release values rather than a single number for each representation because 300 release

calculations were performed for each column of each representation, with values for numerous input

parameters drawn (using the Latin-hypereube sampling method 7) from defined probability distributions.

The figure shows only aqueous releases, but releases from all significant processes and events must be

included in a true comparison with 40 CFR 191.13. Representation numbers 1, 8, and 10 are shown
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because representation number 1 is the TSPA-1993 base case, and in addition has the largest mean

thickness of the CHnv unit and smallest mean thickness of the TSw unit; representation number 8 has the

smallest mean thickness of the CHnv unit and largest mean thickness of the TSw unit; and representation
number 10 has the smallest mean thickness of the CHnz unit.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that there is no significant difference in the results from the three

stratigraphic representations. The small differences in the curves are easily explained in terms of random

fluctuations. Thus, despite the indications from the deterministic calculations that stratigraphic variations

produce variations in releases, apparently those release variations are smaller than release variations pro-

duced by other parameters. In particular, the uncertainty in release produced by uncertainty in percolation

flux are much greater than those produced by stratigraphic uncertainty.l,6 Part of the reason for the small

difference in the curves in Figure 8 is that the 10,000-yr releases are dominated by Column 8, and the

stratigraphy of Column 8 is relatively well defined (note the relatively small variation in releases for

Column 8 in Figure 5 and note in Figure 1 that Column 8 is fairly close to existing drillholes). The

dominance of Column 8 is a function of the repository design, and could change if the repository layout

changes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

One purpose of iterative performance assessments is to ascertain the sensitivity of performance mea-

sures to input parameters and models. Identification of such sensitivities can be used to help guide site

characterization and repository design. Parameters to which performance models are insensitive can be
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handled deterministically rather than probabilistically and may not need an extensive data set, potentially

reducing the need for some data collection and model development.

These preliminary results indicate some dependence of radioactive release to the accessible environ-

! ment within 10,000 years on hydrogeoiogic-unit thickness, especially the CHnz and vitrophyre thick-

nesses. The geostatistical stratigraphic representations for this study were generated without including

the full variability of those units, so further study with improved modeling of those units would be useful.

The greatest dependence found is on the gross distance from the potential repository to the water table.

This finding could have implications for repository design, as it implies that it is desirable to put the

repository as high within the mountain as possible. This is no su "rise, of course, but other considera-

tions, such as poorer rock quality in the upper Topopah Spring welded unit and greater potential surface

effects if the repository is too close to the surface, limit the elevation of the repository.

The probabilistic calculations indicate that stratigraphic uncertainty is not a particularly large con-

tributor to the overall uncertainty in r_adionuclide release. Thus, this study does not indicate a great need

for additional drillholes to better condition the geostatistical simulations. Note, however, that (1) the

.i release calculations are preliminary, and so any conclusions are tentative (in particular, there could be
=

important differences for two- or three-dimensional flow and transport calculations); (2) drillholes serve

other purposes as well, and may still be important for something other than stratigraphic determination

(for example, for better spatial characterization of rock properties); and (3) improvements in geostatistical

simulation, such as inclusion of the zeolitic rock type in a stochastic fashion, may affect these conclusions.
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